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                Bunyan's Pilgrim Progress

                
 by   Samuel Phillips Day 
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress is a novel aversion of the Christian allegory, The Pilgrim's Progress from this world to that which is to come. 

Written by Samuel Phillips Day in eighteen chapters, this novel narrates the spiritual journey of a fictitious character Christian and his wife Christiana and son from the city of destruction to heaven..
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                My Religion

                
 by   Graf Leo Tolstoy 
My Religion written by Leo Tolstoy is a sequel to the author’s earlier work “A Confession”.   We all go through and believe in certain philosophies as our life passes.  What we believed once good and evil changes over time.  Irrespective one’s intelligence or education, all are equal in front of God.  While all of us can underst..
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                A Christmas Carol

                
 by   Charles Dickens 
A Christmas Carol written by Charles Dickens is a short story about a man’s transformation from a miser to a generous man, under the influence of Ghost of his business partner visit.

Ebenezer Scrooge, who is a wealthy industrialist and a miser who hates Christmas and neither celebrate himself nor help others to celebrate. Fred, the nephew of Ebe..
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                The Story of the Other Wise Man

                
 by   Henry Van Dyke 
The Story of the Other Wise Man is a novel of religion genre written by Henry Van Dyke, an American writer and educator remembered for his short stories such as Among The Quantock Hills from 'Days Off And Other Digressions', Antwerp Road, The Blue flower, In The Odour Of Sanctity, and Humoreske.

This novel is an expansion of Biblical Magi which ..
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                Weapons of Mystery

                
 by   Joseph Hocking 
Weapons of Mystery is suspense novel written in the sets of Christmas seasons by the Cornish novelist Joseph Hocking, who has written many novels including Jabez Easterbrook, The Spirit of the West, All Men are Liars, and The Girl who Defied the World.

Justin Martyr, a young man became orphan at his late boyhood. He could lead fairly a comfortab..
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                The Threshold Covenant

                
 by   H. Clay Trumbull 
The Threshold Covenant Or The Beginning of Religious Rites is a non-fiction work by H. Clay Trumbull whose other writing  include Kadesh-barnea,” “The Blood Covenant,” “Studies in Oriental Social Life,” etc. Preface from the bookThis work does not treat of the origin of man’s
religious faculty, or of the origin of the sent..
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                A Fair Penitent

                
 by   Wilkie Collins 
An editor introduces the confession of a former star of the Paris stage who leaves her life of vice and sin to eventually become a Carmelite nun. The fair penitent of the title is a renowned stage actress who decides to give up her life of cultural refinement and cushy creature comforts to seek out a more spiritually fulfilling path. Will she ..
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                Harry Fenimore's Principles

                
 by   Isabel Thompson Hopkins 
Outside the city limits the country was glowing with garnet and gold, but within the boundary of walls and pavements, only here and there a solitary tree, or a vine trailing over a balcony, showed what October had been doing, and now the short autumn twilight was drawing its gray veil over even those. But nothing daunted, and as if determined to ke..
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